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Abstract 

The Hyper360 Project is realising an integrated 360o plus 3D production pipeline, offering a complete, end-

user ready and technically verified toolset able to improve the perceived immersion experienced by the 

viewers, in particular by capturing high-quality 360o content and through the embedding of 3D narrative 

elements. 

To this end, Hyper360 can manage two different types of content, namely 360o video and Free-Viewpoint-

Video (3D), that require different production techniques: 360o video productions involve capturing at a 

variety of different field settings and assessing the on-set production’s quality for stitching artifacts and other 

defects, while Free-Viewpoint (3D) Video is post-produced and demands a more controlled environment.  

Moreover, Hyper360 will offer the innovative feature of fusing 3D content in 360o  videos, with the 3D content 

being a full 3D recording of real human actor performance. 

This will be realized by the Hyper360 fusion engine that is delivered as a separate standalone tool. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Following the release of both the 360o and 3D Hyper360 production tools, this deliverable is a follow-up of 

D3.2 “Preliminary Production Techniques” and describes the updated production techniques implemented 

within the Hyper360 project, for producing high-quality 360o content as well as Free-Viewpoint-Video (3D) 

of human performances. D3.3 summarizes the work carried out in Work Package 3 (WP3) “Free-Viewpoint-

Content” by addressing the development of Hyper360’s results for omnidirectional video production (T3.1), 

3D production (T3.2), as well as their fusion (T3.4) and their quality assessment (T3.3). 

We begin by presenting the advanced production techniques offered by Hyper360’s OMNICAP software 

suite. We tested OMNICAP in professional and challenging operating conditions. Our tests confirmed 

OMNICAP’s robust performance while suggesting the need for more advanced features able to assist the 

end-user operating in demanding and production-unfriendly environments.  

DRK worked to achieve this result by developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) Add-On tools, to provide faster and 

easier workflows in difficult production settings. 

In the following chapter we present an evaluation of the already developed quality analysis algorithms for 

assessing localized blurriness in omnidirectional content, and then describe the adaptation of several existing 

quality control algorithms to the specifics of 360o video as well as their performance optimization, as a result 

of T3.3 “Content and Quality Analysis”. 

Further on, we describe the more recent updates that CERTH implemented for the Hyper360 CapTion toolset, 

(which provides the ability to capture 3D human performance) with objectives towards robustness and user-

friendliness. Updates for more robust 3D productions are presented as part of CapTion’s 3D capturing 

software, followed by a description of the re-evaluation of the performance capture technologies used by 

the Performance capturing tool.  

Finally, we present the research results toward AI-assisted 360o-3D fusion, a research that is completely in 

line with this Work Package’s ultimate goal: the seamless fusion of two heterogeneous media types, namely 

360o and 3D content. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

First, the 360o production techniques (Section 2.1) are described followed by 360o Quality Assessment 

(Section 2.2) and finally the 3D (Section 3) and Mixed - 3D-360o - (Section 4) production technologies are 

presented. 

Following the release of both 360o and 3D Hyper360 production tools, this deliverable describes the updated 

results regarding the production technologies for 360o and 3D content, as well as their fusion. 

The OMNICAP tool provides a variety of mixed camera settings for 360o productions, as well as a set of AI 

tools that assist the user either on-set or in the post-production of the captured content.  

Further, Hyper360’s Quality Check software serves as a tool for assessing the quality of 360o productions, 

with various algorithms that are used in professional productions adapted for the specifics of omnidirectional 

video. Finally, the CapTion toolset enables 3D human performance capturing as well as their embedment in 

360o content, by utilizing a set of AI technologies that can enable 360o-3D fusion and assist the user while 

editing. 
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2. 360O PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

2.1 360O PRODUCTION 

During the second reporting period, DRK has continued to further enhance and test the OMNICAP multi-

camera software suite and associated hardware (HW) elements in multiple real-life productions (see D3.2 

“Preliminary Production Techniques”).  To further test those challenges we used the OMNICAP software to 

control our 36-camera Free-Viewpoint-Video (FVV) multi-view rig and the Insta360 camera. More specifically, 

at the annual Masters of Dirt1 motocross event, the camera system was suspended at 14+ meters height in 

the middle of the Vienna Stadthalle sports stadium to capture the acrobatic jumps from every angle 

simultaneously.  This event was planned as the final production test in the series, showcasing how such an 

FVV/360o solution can be used in unconstrained and uncontrolled production situations.  The camera setup 

is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. It demonstrates both technical and physical challenges when production 

requirements meet rigging options and safety concerns. In this particular case, the cameras could not be 

hung in the “ideal” circular structure as that would have no stable fixing points in the roof. Furthermore, the 

stunt coordinator also wanted the rig to be safe from the riders. Once they leave the ramp, they have no 

control over their flight and can easily hit with their vehicles or body the equipment causing dangerous 

accidents. As a result, the relative distance of each camera from the “ideal” centre of the imaging system, 

was varied according to the position and mounting of each unit. This was compensated with a careful and 

tiresome manual setup of the lenses to create a unified image field. In practice, this means that all cameras 

                                                           
1 https://www.mastersofdirt.com 

Figure 1: OMNICAP production test at MOD Vienna - suspending 36 HD plus one 360 InstaPro camera Free-Viewpoint-Video rig at 
14+ meters high at an extreme sports event 

https://www.mastersofdirt.com/
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were focused on a single “imaginary” point while the entire rig was hanging mid-air and swaying (see Video12 

for more details).  

The recording system was set up on the bridge above the cameras for the team to be able to control the 

capture and monitor cameras. During the 4 days of setup and testing, the OMNICAP system performed 

perfectly proving its production-readiness once again. However, on this occasion, we ran into some minor 

technical problems related to the fact that one of the DSLR cameras had power problems and sometimes the 

image was lost.  Unlike in previous test productions, here once the event started it was impossible to restart 

this unit. 

Another difficulty we ran into was related to the acrobatic jumps the stunt people performed. Specifically, 

the 36 FVV cameras were set up to focus on a single point in 3D space. However, actual jumps intersected 

the field at somewhat random locations due to the nature of the event. This resulted in the riders being 

                                                           
2 https://go.aws/2FVwTcC 

Figure 2: Combined OMNICAP rig and 360o View from the final location 

https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_MOD_FVV_ProductionTest_DRK.mp4
https://go.aws/2FVwTcC
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placed at different positions in the FVV image. As a consequence, in order to process the final output and 

create a meaningful sequence, we had to normalize these images and bring the riders back to the very centre 

by changing the scale, position, and orientation of each view. For this purpose, we developed an additional 

MultiView Editing Tool (MET) as an add-on module to the OMNICAP suite as demonstrated in Figure 3. This 

module provides a means for easy handling of FVV content from all 36 cameras simultaneously and thus 

allowing the user to quickly bring the performers back into the ideal virtual centre of the camera system to 

creating a Free-Viewpoint experience. 

Additional problems also arose due to the rather difficult imaging conditions in the scene. In particular, the 

riders' actions created a fine dust layer in the arena illuminated by strong lighting causing a haze effect that 

lowered the overall perceived image quality. In other situations, the cameras had to work in complete 

darkness increasing the black-noise levels that were difficult to remove later. Finally, the overall frame rate of 

the system, which operated at 25fps - 4K full resolution, turned out to be too slow for some of the acrobatic 

actions the stunt performers were doing causing motion blur in parts of the recordings. 

A demonstration of this test production, as well as the resulting Free Viewpoint Video + 360o content, may 

be found in Video1. 

The experiences and the results from the above technical test indicated that there are a number of additional 

Add-On software modules that would clearly benefit the end-users in production and on-set decision making. 

These tools, when combined, allow for the capture of the highest possible content and quality while providing 

additional means for working with the materials in post-production.  As an example, the MET introduced 

briefly above, still requires significant effort and manual intervention from the end-user to bring all camera 

views in a normalized position for even a single shot. Working with 36 cameras simultaneously requires 

detecting the person and the equipment in the scene and finding a bounding box and a centroid common 

across all 36 views. This led to the development of additional functionality that deploys Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) as a means to efficiently address these tasks in real-time. 

OMNICAP ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ADD-ON TOOLS  

OMNICAP Artificial Intelligence Add-On Tools were developed during the second part of the reporting period 

by DRK with the purpose of aiding the post-production process and helping future Mentor integration. To 

achieve this DRK has focused on particular key areas such as:   

Figure 3: OMNICAP Add-On editing module to normalize multiple camera views for situations where the performers do not pass 
the ideal center spot of the 36 camera system 

https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_MOD_FVV_ProductionTest_DRK.mp4
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• Person Instance Segmentation,    

• Pose Detection for Skeleton Tracking, 

• Depth Estimation, and 

• Integrating AI services with Unity to create a real-time processing pipeline. 

PERSON SEGMENTATION  

Person segmentation is a critical element of many post-production processes when the background of the 

recorded video needs to be removed for integration with other visual elements. In D3.2 DRK showcased two 

such recordings using the 36 FVV camera system, where a person was captured once in a complex studio 

background and once in front of a green screen.  The process of carefully finding the contour of the person 

and generating a mask for each frame in the video is called rotoscoping and there are a number of semi-

automatic tools in professional applications. However, these methods are typically based on local feature 

Figure 4: Manual rotoscoping process in a professional tool (refer to text for detail). Note that original recordings were in portrait 
mode, outputs at the bottom were rotated for convenience 
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tracking and contour detection and require lots of manual labour to make it work, especially when 36 views 

need to be processed.  This is demonstrated in Figure 4 using Adobe After Effects3. The original input image 

and Adobe UI for their RotoBrush tool is shown on top, while the tracked mask (pink contour), and the masked 

output are below (left and right, respectively).  This particular imagery turns out to be very difficult due to 

the high colour similarity of the person’s stockings and dress to the background. This rendered this 

segmentation task impossible within the scope of this project, as it would have required up to 8 months of 

work to generate masks for each of the 36 videos. 

A slightly easier situation is when the background is green. Here classical chroma-keying techniques can be 

used to remove green pixels and generate foreground masks as needed. Figure 5 demonstrates some 

elements of this process with the original input, the generated mask, and the final output from left-to-right, 

respectively. While this sounds simple and automatic, in practice these methods also require lots of manual 

adjustments partly due to the imperfect lighting, artifacts resulting from reflections (also known as green 

spill), motion blur and the video encoding. Multiple filters and passes work as a recipe all elements of which 

                                                           
3 https://www.adobe.com/products/aftereffects.html 

Figure 5: Chroma-keying input > mask > generated output (refer to text for detail). 

Figure 6: Final 4K output containing 36 camera views for real-time 
interaction in the OMNIPLAYER 

https://www.adobe.com/products/aftereffects.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/aftereffects.html
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are needed to reliably process even a single frame. In this footage to process all 36 videos, took approx. 2 

months of work. Details may be found in Annex I. 

In both situations, the masks are needed to create a 4K output clean video that contains all 36 camera views 

simultaneously and thus allows real-time interaction with these actors in the OMNIPLAYER.  Such an output 

is shown in Figure 6. Please note, that since the real-time process uses a graphics shader pipeline to remove 

background pixels, the original “pure” green background still caused some holes in the character, therefore 

the pure green was replaced with pure blue in the final result. 

Figure 7: AI-assisted segmentation of people in Free-ViewPoint-Video footage 

Figure 8: AI-assisted real-time segmentation of people in Free-Viewpoint-Video footage (left), and Hyper360 Mediaset footage 
(right). The detected masks are overlaid in red bounding boxes and detection confidence information is also displayed. 
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To address the issue of automatic person segmentation DRK has deployed a real-time pipeline that can 

segment the contour of people automatically. To train the network we used pixel-level neural 

transformations with data from the publicly available COCO4 dataset, where people (and some 60 other 

classes) were carefully masked manually. After training our individual person detector, we applied it to the 

Multi-camera footage shown in Figure 6. Although the system can detect multiple persons in parallel, there 

are limitations on pixel accuracy as a function of person size. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show some examples of 

input images and the detected masked outputs. 

Clearly, our real-time contour detection is not yet perfect. As an example, it misses the gap between the legs 

of the performer as shown in Figure 8, or the mask closes some other gaps due to posture and may also fail 

to find all people in the scene. This is primarily due to the nature of the COCO training set used in this 

experiment. We are planning to use our manual segmentation outputs to augment the training process and 

create an adaptive, trainable pipeline. Additional AI techniques, such as Deep Image Matting [Xu17] may also 

need to be added for precise contour locations. Nonetheless, we argue that this AI module offers an added 

                                                           
4 http://cocodataset.org/ 

Figure 9: Example outputs of AI-assisted real-time skeleton estimation and pose tracking using 2D methods (top left and right), and 
3D skeleton estimation with temporal filtering (bottom). 

http://cocodataset.org/#home
http://cocodataset.org/
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feature set to better understand the 360o scene surrounding the camera, track actors in real-time and identify 

potential issues involving safe stitching zones, image quality, and automatic annotation. A demonstration of 

this real-time AI module in operation may be found in Video25. 

POSE DETECTION 
Pose detection is another AI technique that can be used to improve the person detection and segmentation 
process from multiple cameras in an FVV setup. Furthermore, it also offers additional possibilities to 
understand actions, spatial relations, and possible view constraints during production. It can derive a 2D and 
3D skeletal representation of the person by estimating heat-maps of individual joint detections and creating 
affinity fields to connect them. As part of the OMNICAP Add-On modules, DRK has deployed a real-time 
implementation of one such technique capable of tracking body skeletons in real-time. The solution tracks 
18 body joints on multiple people and produces a 2D joint map and skeleton in Figure 9 (Top). While individual 
detections may prove noisy on a frame-by-frame basis, temporal filtering and 3D mapping can create a stable 
output (Figure 9 - Bottom). For further examples, output and stability please refer to Video36. 

DEPTH ESTIMATION 
Depth estimation is another key element of the 360o and multi-camera capture process developed for the 
OMNICAP by DRK. The InstaPro7 cameras used by five Hyper360 partners for test productions are capable of 
recording 360o stereoscopic imagery that can subsequently be used to estimate panoramic depth maps as 
shown in Figure 10. This solution extends the classical feature matching process to spherical videos, i.e. 
equirectangular coordinates, and works by computing disparity maps on matching blocks of various sizes to 
derive distances.  In Figure 10, only the left eye image of the stereo pair is shown on top, while the computed 
depth map is placed below. By processing multiple frames and taking into account temporal filtering a 

                                                           
5 https://go.aws/2TvhAj0 
6 https://go.aws/2QW64ey 
7 https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-pro 

Figure 10: Computing spherical depth-maps from stereoscopic 360o video (see also Video4) 

https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_AIAssistedRealTimePersonSegmentation_DRK.mp4
https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_AIAssistedRealTimePoseTracking_DRK.mp4
https://go.aws/2TvhAj0
https://go.aws/2QW64ey
https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-pro
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relatively stable 3D representation of the scene can be obtained. This is demonstrated in Video48 on 
recordings from a number of different Hyper360 productions.  These depth maps can subsequently be used 
by the Mentor integration module by providing depth-based masking information and therefore allowing the 
tool's user – as an example – to place the Mentor “behind the piano” in the concert scene of Figure 10.  
One can take this idea even one step further and use AI technology to teach a so-called “pixel2pixel” [Isola17] 

GAN (Generative Advesarial Network) [Goodfellow14] to learn the transformation from the image to the 

depth domain. If successful, such a mapping technique may extend the OMNICAP depth-estimation 

capabilities to an additional range of cameras, such as single extreme fisheye and dual-lens mini camera, 

without explicit stereoscopic features. To test this idea of monocular depth estimation for 360 video we used 

a system trained on segmented people from multiple angles and processed some of our multi-camera 

footage. Figure 11 demonstrates the output with the original monocular input image shown on the left, and 

the generated depth-map output on the right, for four (4) different sequences. 

 

More results for monocular depth map generation can be seen in Video59. While the generated distance 
maps are not yet perfect and sensitive to noise, these experiments clearly show how AI technology can 
benefit the Hyper360 tool-set, including omnidirectional quality assessment and 3D performance capture, as 
well as automatic camera path and going even beyond in future production needs. It also shows how a new 
generation of AI tools adapted specifically to work directly on the equirectangular images themselves 
(instead of the transformed ones), would need to be further researched. DRK and its partners in the 
consortium have already published some of these initial results with plans to release more in the final year 
of the project. More information can be found in Section 4 Mixed Production”.  

                                                           
8 https://go.aws/2NsKHiU 
9 https://go.aws/2u2mh96 

Figure 11:Monoscopic depth estimation results for FVV and 360o videos. 

https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_DepthEstimationFromSterescopic360Video_DRK.mp4
https://hyper360.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/D33_OMNICAP_MonocularDepthEstimationfor360Video_DRK.mp4
https://go.aws/2NsKHiU
https://go.aws/2u2mh96
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INTEGRATING THE AI PIPELINE WITH UNITY 
Integrating the AI pipeline with Unity was the final necessary piece of the puzzle to achieve full integration. 

While Unity itself has Machine Learning (ML) capabilities, it is limited to a special form of serialized models 

and significantly reduces performances. Furthermore, transforming trained Neural Networks onto the format 

Unity ML supports is not a trivial task. As an example, AI models that were implemented in Keras-Tensorflow10 

or PyTorch11 and most frequently running in Python cannot be simply imported or even converted at the 

touch of a button. Therefore, in order to remain as generic for future extensions as possible, DRK decided to 

implement the interface using process-to-process communication. More specifically, the Python application 

running the AI as a service can be called directly from the Unity OMNICAP application by submitting images 

or videos via a ZeroMQ12, low-latency layer. Since both the AI server and Unity application reside on the same 

machine, communication happens via direct memory and the result is a seamless, fast running solution that 

can scale with future needs. 

2.2 OMNIDIRECTIONAL QUALITY ASSESSMENT 

In the following sections, an update of the research and development activities related to quality analysis for 

360° video is given, as a follow-up of D3.2 “Preliminary Production Techniques”.  

In D3.2, a blurriness detector was proposed and described, which is adapted to the specifics of 360° video 

(like the equirectangular projection) and returns a coarse-scale resolution loss map. For the evaluation of this 

detector, we generated a novel ground truth dataset by adding spatially varying Gaussian blur of different 

magnitude in a viewport-centric way. We did a thorough evaluation of the blurriness algorithm on this 

dataset, which shows a strong correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient13 of 0.8512) of the localized 

blurriness measure with the ground truth. 

Noise is also an important quality issue in 360° video, especially in low-light situations. We, therefore, 

adapted an existing in-house algorithm for noise level measurement for the specifics of 360° video and 

employed several performance optimizations. This work is described in the subsection “Extensions and 

optimizations for noise-level detector”. 

                                                           
10 https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/keras 
11 https://pytorch.org/ 
12 https://zeromq.org/ 
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson_correlation_coefficient 

https://zeromq.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson_correlation_coefficient
https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/keras
https://pytorch.org/
https://zeromq.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearson_correlation_coefficient
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For the existing JRS algorithm for measuring signal clipping/gamut violation, algorithm extensions have been 

implemented in order to provide a localized defect information via a defect map. These extensions are 

described in subsection “Localized signal clipping / gamut violation detector”. 

Flicker (random brightness variations) is also a defect that is important to detect for 360° video and may 

occur e.g. due to insufficient synchronization of the 360° camera and artificial light sources in the scene. 

Therefore, we adapted the existing flicker detector for the specifics of 360° video. The adaptations are 

described in subsection “Extensions for flicker detector”. 

GROUND TRUTH DATASET GENERATION FOR BLURRINESS DETECTOR 
For an objective evaluation of the blurriness detector, a ground truth dataset of omnidirectional images 

affected by spatially varying blur of different magnitude is needed. Unfortunately, such a dataset is not 

available, therefore we had to generate it synthetically. For this, we developed a novel viewport-centric 

method for transforming an omnidirectional image in a certain way (e.g., add synthetic blur in the viewport), 

which is described in the next subsection. After that, we describe how we utilized this method for the 

generation of the ground truth dataset used for evaluation.   

Coordinates on the viewing sphere are usually given in a longitude-latitude representation. In the following, 

the longitude is always denoted by φ and has the range [−180𝑜, 180𝑜]. The latitude is always denoted by θ 

and has the range [−90𝑜, 90𝑜]. All angles are in degrees. 

VIEWPORT-CENTRIC IMAGE TRANSFORMATION 
The method we propose for viewport-centric transformation of an omnidirectional image 𝐼 (in 

equirectangular projection) consists of three main steps. We first decompose the viewing sphere into a set 

of overlapping viewports {𝑣𝑖} so that the full sphere is covered and render a viewport image 𝑟𝑖 for each 

viewport. Each viewport image 𝑟𝑖 is then transformed in a certain way depending on the application (e.g. add 

blur or add noise) which gives its transformed version �̃�𝑖. In the last step, the transformed omnidirectional 

image 𝐼′ is rendered as an aggregation of the transformed viewport images  �̃�𝑖. In the following, we outline 

the first and last steps in detail. 

Viewing sphere decomposition: For the decomposition of the viewing sphere, we generate a set of points 

{𝑐𝑖} which are approximately uniformly distributed on the sphere. These points will serve then as the center 

Figure 12: Visualization of the 240 overlapping viewports employed in viewport-centric image transformation 
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of the respective viewport 𝑣𝑖. We employ the Vogel method [Swinbank99] for generating approximately 

uniformly distributed points. It basically wraps a planar sunflower-like spiral around a sphere, employing the 

golden angle during the construction of the spiral. For each point 𝑐𝑖, we create a quadratic viewport 𝑣𝑖  with 

𝑐𝑖 as its center. We employ 240 viewports, with each viewport having a horizontal and vertical Field of View 

(FOV) of 24 degrees. The FOV has been determined heuristically in a way so that each point of the viewing 

sphere is contained in at least one viewport. For each viewport, a viewport image 𝑟𝑖  is now rendered from 

the omnidirectional image 𝐼 employing bilinear interpolation. A visualization of the viewports (back-

projected to the image in omnidirectional projection) can be seen in Figure 12. 

Aggregated rendering: For rendering the transformed omnidirectional image 𝐼′
 from the set of transformed 

viewport images �̃�𝑖, we employ a method that is similar in spirit to the image warping algorithm described in 

[Rosner10]. For the aggregated rendering, we employ an accumulator image 𝐴 and a weight image 𝑊. Both 

are floating-point images of the same size as the image I and are set to zero initially. 

For each transformed viewport image �̃�𝑖, we iterate over all the source pixel 𝑝𝑣  of it and map them to the 

corresponding position 𝑝𝑖 in the omnidirectional image 𝐼. The position 𝑝
𝑖 has typically non-integer 

coordinates, so we cannot write the source pixel intensity directly. We instead write into the four surrounding 

pixels of the position 𝑝𝑖 via a sort of “bilinear writing”. For that, we increment the four surrounding pixels of  

𝑝
𝑖  in the accumulator image 𝐴 and in the weight image 𝑊. The amount of increment depends on the distance 

of 𝑝𝑖 to the specific pixel neighbour. After processing all viewports, the transformed omnidirectional image 𝐼′ 

is calculated via 𝐼′ =  𝐴 𝑊⁄  (pixel-wise division). 

GENERATION OF GROUND TRUTH DATASET 
For the generation of the ground truth dataset used for evaluation of the localized blurriness algorithm, we 

extracted a set of representative reference images from several 360° videos which were considered as sharp 

by a human. Gaussian blur of varying magnitude and with different spatial distribution was then added to 

these reference images with the method described in the previous subsection, which gives us the ground 

truth dataset. In the following, the procedure is described more in detail. 

Specifically, we extracted 60 reference images (see Figure 13 for some examples) from 12 different 

omnidirectional videos. The video sequences are quite diverse and contain both indoor and outdoor scenes 

with different motion characteristics. The resolution of the reference images is Ultra HD (3,840 x 2,120 

pixels). From each reference image, we generate a set of 80 synthetically blurred images together with their 

corresponding ground truth blurriness map. For this, we first define a set of 9 values 𝜎𝑖 =

1.25𝑖, {𝑖 ∈  ℕ ∶  [0,8]}. These give us the base values for the amount of gaussian blur to be added, which are 

then multiplied with a spatially varying function 𝜌(𝜑, 𝜃). We employ 3 models for the spatial variation of the 
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synthetic blur: no spatial variation, medium spatial variation, and strong spatial variation. For medium and 

strong spatial variation, the variation is either in 𝜑 or in 𝜃 (not in both), and it can be either linearly ascending 

or descending (linear ramp) in the range [𝑎, 𝑏]. For medium spatial variation, we define this range as 

[0.8, 1.2], whereas for strong spatial variation, it is defined as [0.6, 1.4]. This gives us 9 different functions 

𝜌
𝑗
(𝜑, 𝜃),   {𝑗 𝜖 ℕ ∶  [0, 8]} for modelling the spatial variation - one for no spatial variation and four functions 

for medium as well as strong spatial variation. 

Thus, we generate 81 spatially varying functions 

𝑠𝑖𝑗(𝜑, 𝜃) =  𝜎𝑖 ∙ 𝜌𝑗(𝜑, 𝜃) 

which for a certain position (𝜑, 𝜃) give us the amount of blur (as the sigma of the gaussian blur kernel which 

will be applied to the viewport image) to be added there. 

By transforming each reference image with all 81 blur functions 𝑠𝑖𝑗, we finally produce a dataset of 4,860 

synthetically blurred omnidirectional images. For each synthetically blurred image, the corresponding ground 

truth blurriness map is also calculated from the blur function 𝑠𝑖𝑗. We assume that the blurriness algorithm is 

calculating a coarse-scale blurriness map with dimensions 4 × 2. 

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF BLURRINESS DETECTOR 
For evaluating the performance of the proposed localized blurriness algorithm on the ground truth dataset, 
two different metrics were employed: Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman rank order 
correlation coefficient (SROCC14). The blurriness algorithm calculates for each image a coarse-scale blurriness 
map with matrix dimension 4 × 2 which is compared to the respective ground truth blurriness map. By 

                                                           
14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearman%27s_rank_correlation_coefficient 

Figure 13: A sample of the reference images used for generation of the fround truth dataset. 

Table 1: Performance metrics (correlation coefficients) for the whole ground 
truth dataset. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearman%27s_rank_correlation_coefficient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearman%27s_rank_correlation_coefficient
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accumulating overall 4,860 synthetically blurred images of the dataset, we obtain a set of 38,880 tuples, 
from which the specific performance metric is calculated.  
From the results presented in Table 1 we can see that the results of the proposed localized blurriness 

algorithm are highly correlated with the ground truth, with a Pearson linear correlation coefficient of 0.8512 

and a Spearman rank order correlation coefficient of 0.8413. The high correlation can also be observed from 

Figure 14. 

We calculated the performance metrics also for subsets of the whole dataset, specifically for the subsets 

corresponding to one of the three spatial variation models of synthetic blur: no spatial variation, medium 

spatial variation, and strong spatial variation. The results, which are also given in Table 1, indicate that the 

performance of the algorithm is still very good for all subsets, but somewhat decreases when the spatial 

variation of the synthetic blur is larger. 

EXTENSIONS AND OPTIMIZATIONS FOR NOISE LEVEL DETECTOR 
In the following, the extensions for 360° video and runtime optimizations of the existing in-house algorithm 

for measuring the noise level are described. As the existing algorithm is designed for conventional video, 

adaptions were necessary in order to compensate for the equirectangular projection commonly employed in 

360° video. Furthermore, performance optimizations have been applied by which we are able to reduce the 

runtime of the algorithm considerably. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ALGORITHM 
In the following, a brief description of the existing algorithm for noise level estimation is given. An illustration 

of the algorithm workflow for classical (non-360) video can be seen in Figure 15. 

Figure 14: Scatter plot of ground truth sigma (x-axis) versus the blurriness measure reported by the proposed 
algorithm (y-axis). 
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The algorithm is based on the motion-compensated (using GPU-accelerated optical flow methods)  difference  

image  between  two consecutive frames. The motivation for this is that due to the motion-compensation, 

image structure and fine texture cancels out in the difference image, leaving only the noise component in 

the optimal case when the motion compensation worked perfectly. From the motion-compensated 

difference image, a noise level value is estimated with statistical methods for each intensity range of a rough 

partition of the image intensity range. Typically, the 8-bit intensity range [0, 255] is divided into 5 intensity 

ranges, resulting in five noise level values. This gives a rough indication of the signal dependency of the noise 

affecting the frame. Furthermore, an overall noise level for the current frame is calculated as a combination 

of the noise level values of the individual intensity ranges. The noise/grain value is estimated every nth frame 

statistically from measurement values of a temporal sliding window centred at the frame. The detector is 

robust against a wide range of image degradations including flicker and image instability. An NVIDIA graphics 

card with CUDA support is required for the computationally demanding optical flow calculation task. 

ALGORITHM ADAPTIONS FOR 360° VIDEO 
The overall noise level value for the input image is calculated from the statistics of the motion-compensated 

difference image. This means, that the image areas near the poles of the sphere (so the top and bottom of 

the input image), which are considerably stretched due to the equirectangular projection, are influencing the 

overall noise level in a disproportionate way, which has to be accounted for. 

Therefore, we first calculate a distortion map in the same way as we did it for the adaptions of the blurriness 

algorithm (see Section 2.2 in D3.2). The distortion map has the same size as the motion-compensated 

difference image and provides the proper correction factors for each pixel in order to compensate for the 

stretching. The distortion map needs to be calculated only once per video, as it does not depend on the 

content of the input image, only on the image resolution. 

Figure 15: Upper-left: input image. Upper-right: colour-coded visualization of the different intensity ranges of the input image. 
Lower-left: motion-compensated frame difference between two consecutive frames. Lower-right: brightness-corrected, motion-

compensated frame difference; black areas denote regions which are excluded from noise level estimation, they are typically 
caused by motion. 
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In the original noise level algorithm, all pixels in the difference image were weighted equally. In order to 

integrate the correction (weighting) factors into the algorithm, we extended the algorithm workflow so that 

it supports now arbitrary weighting maps. We employ the distortion map now as the weighting map; by that 

we can make sure that pixels in image areas near the poles are properly underweighted. 

PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATIONS 
Due to the high resolutions of 360° video (typically at least Ultra HD / 4K, or even 8K) and the complexity of 

the noise level algorithm (motion compensation etc.), performance optimizations have been applied in order 

to bring down the runtime of the noise level algorithm to a reasonable level. These optimizations are 

described in the following. 

The motion compensation step (optical flow calculation + image warping) is a major step of the algorithm 

workflow. In the original algorithm, it is done on the GPU with a CUDA implementation of the TV-L1 algorithm 

(a variational optical flow algorithm) [Pérez13]. For recent NVIDIA GPUs of the Turing architecture, a new 

Optical Flow SDK15 is available by NVIDIA which provides a very fast optical flow method. It employs a 

separate fixed-function hardware block instead of the general-purpose CUDA cores, and is, therefore, more 

than two times faster than the existing TV-L1 CUDA implementation. We, therefore, integrated the new 

NVIDIA optical flow method into our C++ optical flow framework, and replaced the optical flow calculation 

inside the noise level algorithm with the new method. We did a qualitative comparison of the two optical 

flow methods and noticed that the new NVIDIA optical flow method is able to match fast motion better than 

the TV-L1 method, and it is furthermore more robust against illumination variations. 

Additionally, a “line-skip” mode was implemented in the algorithm, which subsamples the image in vertical 

direction by a factor of two (so only every second line is taken). Note that it is not possible to subsample in 

both horizontal and vertical direction, as this would change the characteristic of the noise which is to be 

measured. For the line-skip mode, several steps in the algorithm had to be modified. The most important 

modification was to change the employed filter kernel shapes (e.g. several smoothing filters are employed in 

the algorithm workflow) from a quadratical to a rectangular shape, in order to account for the change of the 

input image shape. 

Furthermore, several loops in the algorithm were parallelized on the CPU with OpenMP16 so that they take 

advantage of multiple CPU threads, and for the image regions near the poles of the sphere (for latitude > 60 

or < -60 degrees) the algorithm processing has been skipped.  

With all these optimizations, the runtime of the noise level algorithm could be sped up by a factor of 3.3, 

from originally 460 milliseconds to roughly 140 milliseconds for one input frame in 4K resolution (4096 x 2048 

pixel). When taking temporal sub-sampling into account (e.g. employing only every 3rd frame, which is enough 

for a robust noise level estimation), the performance-optimized noise level algorithm runs in realtime for a 

360° input video in 4K resolution. 

LOCALIZED SIGNAL CLIPPING & GAMUT VIOLATION DETECTOR 
Signal clipping (overexposure/underexposure) and colour gamut violation (violation of the valid RGB range) 

is a common issue in 360° video, due to the limited dynamic range of 360° cameras. Actually, nearly all 360° 

cameras employ only an 8-bit dynamic range, from 0 to 255. 

                                                           
15 https://developer.nvidia.com/opticalflow-sdk 
16 https://www.openmp.org/ 

https://www.openmp.org/
https://developer.nvidia.com/opticalflow-sdk
https://www.openmp.org/
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The existing JRS algorithm for measuring signal clipping/gamut violation does not return a localized defect 

information via a defect map, it only triggers a global event if a frame is affected by signal clipping/gamut 

violation. But for this defect, it is very valuable to know exactly the spatial location where clipping occurs.  

Therefore, the existing algorithm was extended so that it returns a more localized defect information via a 

defect map. In the following, first, the existing algorithm will be briefly described, followed by a description 

of its extension. 

The existing detector for signal clipping/gamut violation verifies whether the R, G, B and Y (luminance) levels 

in the picture stay within the user-defined thresholds with an allowed tolerance. 

This detector can be used to: 

 detect gamut violations (e.g. like defined in EBU Recommendation 103 17), 

 detect signal clipping (e.g. due to under or overexposure). The desired dark/bright clipping threshold 
is defined by the parameters Dark/Bright Level Threshold. 

 

Whenever the R, G, B or Y value of a pixel is below/above the defined Dark/Bright threshold this pixel is taken 

into account in the Dark/Bright area. 

The following parameters are supported: 

 Dark Level Threshold [8-bit quant.]: R, G, B and Y level below a gamut/clipping error event is reported. 
The valid value range is between 0 and 255. 

 Max Allowed Dark Area [% of image area]: The area of pixels with a value below the dark level 
threshold, above which an error event is reported. 

 Bright Level Threshold [8-bit quant.]: R, G, B and Y level above a gamut/clipping error event is 
reported. The valid value range is between 0 and 255. 

 Max Allowed Bright Area [% of image area]: The area of pixels with a value above the bright level 
threshold, above which an error event is reported. 

 Minimum duration [sec]: Minimum duration of a gamut violation. 

 

The workflow of the existing algorithm is specified by the EBU recommendation 103. According to it, first, a 
low-pass filter is applied to the input image, in order to remove transient over and under-excursions of the 
signals and to minimise the effect of high-frequency noise on the colour gamut measurements. After that, a 
statistical analysis of the R,G,B and Y values of the image pixels is done, taking into account the specified 
parameters (such as dark level threshold or max. allowed dark area).  

For the extensions of the existing algorithm for localization, the image is divided into tiles, and for each image 
tile the statistical analysis of the R,G,B and Y values is done separately (instead globally). From these per-tile 
results, a defect map is generated and returned. A visualized defect map (overlaid on one frame of a 360° 
video) can be seen in Figure 16.  

EXTENSIONS FOR FLICKER DETECTOR 
Flicker is a defect where random brightness deviations of the frames occur over time, usually affecting the 

whole frame or major parts of it. It can occur also for 360° cameras, e.g. due to insufficient synchronization 

of the camera with artificial light sources in the scene. Therefore, we extended the existing flicker detector 

                                                           
17 https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/r/r103.pdf 

https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/r/r103.pdf
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for the specifics of 360° video. In the following, we first briefly describe the existing detector, followed by a 

description of the extension for 360° video. 

The general idea of the existing algorithm is to measure frame-to-frame intensity deviations over a certain 

temporal window, and calculate a flicker magnitude from the individual measures. In the following, the main 

steps of the algorithm will be described briefly. 

 For a frame pair (𝑡, 𝑡 + 1) consisting of frames at timepoints 𝑡 and 𝑡 +  1, the optical flow is 

calculated and the frame at timepoint 𝑡 +  1 is motion compensated (warped) with respect to the 

frame at timepoint 𝑡. This motion compensation step eliminates the effects of global motion or local 

motion. It is crucially to employ an optical flow algorithm that is robust to potentially large intensity 

deviation (due to flicker) between the two frames. 

 For each frame pair (𝑡, 𝑡 +  1) within a temporal sliding window of ~10 frames around the center 

frame, an “intensity deviation” score 𝑆𝐼𝐷(𝑡) is calculated. The score 𝑆𝐼𝐷(𝑡) is calculated statistically 

from the motion-compensated difference image 𝑀𝐶𝐷(𝑡) for the frame pair (𝑡, 𝑡 +  1).  

 Within the temporal window, the linear function 𝐿(𝑡) is determined which approximates the 

regularly sampled function 𝑆𝐼𝐷(𝑡) best in the least-squares sense. The function 𝐿(𝑡) models smooth 

brightness changes in the content over time which should not be interpreted as flicker. 

 The flicker magnitude is now calculated as the average absolute deviation (over the whole temporal 

window) of the approximation function 𝐿(𝑡) and the intensity deviation score 𝑆𝐼𝐷(𝑡). 

 

The existing algorithm is quite robust, and furthermore, very runtime efficient as the analysis can be done in 

a very coarse image resolution (roughly 300 x 150 pixels). 

For the extension of the flicker algorithm to 360° video, we have to take into account the equirectangular 

projection of the input image. Therefore, an under-weighting of the image areas near the poles of the spheres 

(which are stretched) has to be done.  

Figure 16: Visualization of the defect mask returned by the localized signal clipping/gamut violation detector. Blue regions denote 
regions that are too dark, red regions denote regions that are too bright. 
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For this, we calculate first a distortion map which gives us the local stretching factor (correction factor), in a 
similar way as was done for the extension of the blurriness detector. Then, we divide the motion-
compensated difference image 𝑀𝐶𝐷(𝑡) into tiles (e.g. 20 x 10 tiles). For each tile, we calculate the local 
intensity deviation score  𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) separately. From all local intensity deviation scores 
𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) , we calculate now a global intensity deviation score 𝑆𝐼𝐷(𝑡) as a weighted average, 
employing the local stretching factors from the distortion map as weights. 
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3. 3D PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

This section describes updates of the Hyper360 3D production technologies for 3D capturing regarding the 

CapTion toolset. The complete 3D production pipeline consists of 3D Capturing (Free-Viewpoint volumetric 

Video of the Mentor), Performance Capturing (converting the volumetric video into a rigged, skinned and 

animated 3D asset) and finally the fusion of the Mentor within 360o content. The work described below 

focused on improving the performance of the method presented in D3.2 aiming to improve the quality, 

ensure its robustness, analyse the sources of error and assess the integration of data-driven methods into 

the overall pipeline. 

3.1 3D CAPTURING 

3.1.1 CAPTION 3D CAPTURING CALIBRATION UPDATE 
Multi-view performance capture quality is usually improved with additional viewpoints as more information 

is added, ambiguities are removed and – in the case of noisy data – additional data fusion can help in reducing 

the effect of noise. Aiming to enhance CERTH’s multi-view capturing system and offer an extensible system 

that can accommodate higher performance capture quality, a new calibration method was developed. The 

original system (see D3.1) used an AI-guided calibration method that relied on four (4) sensors but was also 

limited to operating with four (4) sensors placed at 90o angle intervals. 

Following the scheme of the previous work, the same calibration structure was used and a deep neural 

network was trained on synthetic data aiming to (per-pixel) segment and label each visible face of the 

calibration structure’s boxes in an arbitrary view (Figure 17 - right). The new approach utilizes an attention 

mechanism as well as a novel geometric objective, extending the previous method with additional 

supervision and regularisation. The network’s prediction is subsequently refined using the stochastic method 

of [Krähenbühl11], in order to correct pixel misclassification if required (see Figure 18). 

More precisely, a virtual model of the calibration structure is used, defining a coordinate system with the 

structure being at its origin. Our dataset was created by choosing a predefined collection of positions, 

surrounding the structure and placing virtual cameras pointing towards the structure, simulating in that way 

Figure 17: Left: Per-pixel segmentation of a view from our network. Right: a similar view of the virtual calibration structure. 
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realistic camera placements in real calibration setups. Given a view, the output of the network (i.e. labels as 

shown in Figure 17 - left) and the corresponding 3D data for each pixel-point, it is possible to represent a face 

with a 3D point in the camera coordinate system. This representation was selected to be the mean point of 

each point assigned to a specific face-label (i.e. the mean point of every face of the calibration structure’s 

faces). 

Given the centres of the visible faces in the camera coordinate system and their corresponding counterparts 
in the virtual space, we employ the Procrustes18 analysis in order to calculate the rotation and translation 
between these two coordinate systems, namely the extrinsic transformation of the camera. Given an 
arbitrary number of computed extrinsic transformations, accompanied by the correspondences between a 
view’s predicted centres and the virtual box’s centres, we further refine our global solution by encompassing 
per-view solutions in a graph optimization scheme. Specifically, we create an undirected graph where each 
node represents the extrinsic transformation, and is connected to its spatial neighbours via edges which are 
represented as a point-to-plane error metric evaluation, enforcing smaller errors to adjacent views. 
Some results can be seen in Figure 19, where coloured errors from two different calibration sessions are 

presented, left is an arc-setup with eight (8) cameras and right a full 360o setup.  

                                                           
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procrustes_analysis 

Figure 18: Top-row: Original output of the network. Different colours correspond to different predicted sides of the 
calibration structure. Bottom-row: The network’s prediction after refinement. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procrustes_analysis
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3.1.2 MULTI-DEVICE SOFTWARE CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION 
To further extend the temporal robustness of CapTion’s 3D Capturing application, CERTH also upgraded the 

current software clock synchronization method (see D3.1) used to calculate the clock offsets of the 

distributed mini-PCs from the main-PC. The previously utilized software PTP synchronization was modified 

to a more temporally robust PTP approach [Correl05], which accounts for both master-to-slave as well as 

slave-to-master delays apart from clock offsets. 

An additional issue with the previous synchronization method was clock offset drift19 (i.e. the clock offset 

increases with time due to different CPU frequency rates between the different PCs in the network). This 

means that the user should always synchronize the system before every recording. CERTH added a daemon 

mode for the synchronization process in CapTion’s 3D Capturing Tool that continuously calculates the clock 

offsets at user-specified time intervals in the background. This eliminates the need to re-synchronize the 

system after long periods of time. 

3.2 PERFORMANCE CAPTURE 

3.2.1 METHOD ANALYSIS 
After the initial testing and preliminary content production, it was observed that the 3D content production 

method did not perform at the standards required for professional productions. From a technical standpoint, 

this was attributed to a lack of robustness in the tracking results. Therefore, our efforts focused on analysing 

the source(s) of performance deviation and sensitivity to different capturing conditions, with the aim of 

exploiting this analysis towards improving the method and its results. 

While the original method (presented in D3.2) performed adequately with higher quality data, the noise 

levels characterising stereo-based depth sensors lowered the quality of the input data. Nevertheless, the 

                                                           
19 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clock_drift 

Figure 19: Top-view of the calibration structure with coloured errors (blue: small error, red: large error). Left: an arc-setup 
consisting of eight (8) cameras covering approximately 90o degrees. Right: full 360o degree coverage with eight (8) cameras. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clock_drift
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sensors used allowed for extensive parameterisation of the camera’s parameters (i.e. exposure time, gain 

factor, active projector laser power, etc.) which can help in tuning the imaging input that can, in turn, improve 

the resulting depth estimation accuracy. In addition, a variety of filtering methods (i.e. spatial and temporal 

filtering among others) can further complement the depth estimation process and remove noise from the 

initial estimates. Both of these options are made available by the Hyper360 volumetric capturing platform 

(D3.1) and thus, we extensively experimented with various settings and combinations. While it was possible 

to improve the method’s performance with extensive parameterisation and tuning, this was not deemed as 

a practical approach as it would detract from its usability and add additional complexity. 

Apart from sensor noise, after analysing the behaviour of the method in various data captures, another 

source of error that was identified is related to the proximity of the sensors with respect to the capturing 

area and between themselves. The calibration method initially developed (D3.1) constrained sensor 

placement to a predefined radius space. This limited the active capturing area and restricted performers’ 

motions, a constraint that was not always satisfied when capturing. The resulting issue had to do with 

performers’ body parts that were not viewed by any of the sensors, and consequently, manifested into 

missing information, a detrimental situation for our optimization process. The solution to this was enhancing 

our AI-guided sensor spatial alignment method to operate in larger radius (and height) spaces with respect 

to each sensor’s placement (see Section 3.1.1 CapTion 3D Capturing Calibration Update).  An implicit gain 

from this calibration method update was the capability to integrate more sensors into the calibration process 

and thus, support more viewpoints which in turn helps in addressing noise issues. 

The performance capture method used within Hyper360 employed a layered approach (with more details 

available in D3.2) with multiple error functions guiding the optimization of the fitting process. Thus, our 

analysis methodology focused on isolating the effect of each layer/error function and assessing its impact. A 

diverse set of in-house captured performances were used based on or empirical knowledge of the method’s 

capabilities and advantages/disadvantages. The insights gained follow a recurrent theme and are presented 

below: 

 Layer1: The first layer employs a gradient descent optimizer and establishes correspondences via 

nearest neighbours. Their combined effect essentially offers a quick fitting solution but is inherently 

local. This is problematic in some cases due to motions with larger displacements or purely rotational 

movements where the small rotational motion assumption breaks and the linearization of the solved 

parameters prevent convergence for the latter case or the establishment of erroneous 

correspondences cannot offer meaningful gradients for the former case. However, another major 

issue is the use of a point-to-plane error metric which when combined with noisy point (and 

therefore normal) measurements prevents proper convergence.  

 Layer2: The second layer relies on derivative-free optimization which is better suited for solving high-

dimensional or non-linear / non-convex problems. No correspondences are explicitly required as only 

the error term suffices, albeit two of the error terms rely on implicit projective correspondence 

association. This layer proved to be more robust but its convergence critically relies on its 

initialization. The original implementation employed a constrained pose search space which was 

empirically manually configured. This proved to be an issue in some cases where the parameter space 

was close to zero (as it was a scaled initialization) or when the motions deviated from the empirically 

set limits. 

 Layer3: Similar to the second layer, this layer also relies on derivative-free optimization but is of more 

global nature compared to the second layer that can be captured in local minima due to non-convex 

functions and improper initialization. Nonetheless, albeit its more promising (in terms of 
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convergence), but slower, nature, the same issue (manually constrained pose search space 

initialization) reduced its overall robustness and reliability. 

 Point-to-plane error: This error term enables the sliding of surfaces along their normal directions 

and has proved to be better than other alternatives (i.e. point-to-point) when registering 3D data. 

However, after our analysis and due to the increased noise, its effect was insignificant for layers 2 

and 3, while the issues of layer 1 further reduced its gains. 

 Silhouette-based error: This error term is critical for the success of layers 2 and 3 as it allows them 

to quickly reach an approximate solution but can be captured in local minima or exhibit non-convex 

behaviour close to it. However, an identified issue was related to the virtual cameras used to 

compute the error for the torso which is the first group of parameters that needs to be very well 

estimated in order to prevent error propagation to the rest of the parameters due to their 

hierarchical nature (pose chain). These were placed automatically through manually set offsets which 

did not generalize well to a variety of motions and body shapes.  

 Chamfer distance error: This error term is the most expensive – in terms of run-time performance – 

to use when higher accuracy is needed but nicely complements the silhouette error when used in 

layers 2 and 3 as it allows for finer objective convergence. The run-time performance hit is only paid 

once per input frame to build the distance field around the 3d reconstructed input frame. During 

tracking of the template mesh to fit onto the input frame, the evaluation of this metric has run-time 

performance linear to the number of vertices of the template mesh and is highly paralellizeable using 

a GPU. 

 Sub-group solving: While our method allowed for parameter sub-group solving, its error function 

evaluation was global. This proved to be an issue when optimizing a larger number of parameters in 

some cases when the error evaluation was noisy (i.e. non-convex function). 

The recurring theme observed was that most issues were related to the increased noise levels of the stereo-

based sensors and the manually set processes and configurations during our pipeline. Based on the 

aforementioned analysis the subsequent implementation, method enhancements and performance 

improvements of the method originally presented in D3.2 are: 

1. The integration of state-of-the-art time-of-flight sensors into our volumetric capture platform was 

decided and is ongoing with the results delivered in the upcoming deliverable D6.4 with the updated 

calibration method being adapted to support them. 

2. Due to the issues related to layers 1 and 3, and the overall performance and accuracy trade-off of 

layer 2, the former were skipped and the latter was complemented with an advanced initialization 

scheme that takes into account the current estimate and a set of constraints and formulates a proper 

randomized initialization that proved to be more robust in terms of convergence in our test set. While 

typical initialization schemes use unconstrained random sampling (increasing runtime) or scaled 

parameter displacements (problematic near zero), our approach is a hybrid technique that improves 

robustness. 

3. In order to alleviate the effect of the constrained search space optimization based on empirically set 

constraints, an implicit version was opted for. This was achieved by updating the Chamfer distance-

based error to include an inter-penetration term that can be used to penalize un-natural poses (see 

the corresponding subsection 3.2.1.1 below for more details). 

4. The point-to-plane error term was down-weighted to reduce its impact while the virtual cameras 

were removed from our error evaluation pipeline. In turn, we implemented a tri-linear sampling for 

the chamfer distance error to improve its accuracy even in lower voxel grid resolutions. This allowed 

for finer fitting of the torso, where the silhouette based error term is usually not very informative 

due to self-occluding limbs. 
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5. Our error evaluation pipeline was adapted to provide sub-group error separation in order to offer 

more fine-grained optimization control. This includes changes in the rendering pipeline as well as the 

error reduction and sampling  operations. As this manifested into a performance hit due to inefficient 

CUDA kernel reduction schemes, we improved the performance of our overall pipeline by adding 

warp-based kernel reductions instead of the atomic-based ones previously implemented, helping to 

balance the trade-off. 

3.2.1.1 SIGNED CHAMFER DISTANCE 
As already discussed in Section 3.2.1, we use a chamfer error term to guide the optimization process of 

template mesh tracking. The computation of the chamfer error is a two-step process. In the first step, we 

construct a  distance field in the form of a voxel grid, around the 3d reconstruction of the input frame. Each 

voxel of the grid contains the distance between the center of the voxel and the closest voxel containing a 

vertex of the 3d reconstruction of the input frame. Subsequently, in the second step and during tracking, for 

each optimization step which corresponds to a different animation pose of the template mesh, the voxel grid 

representing the distance field, is sampled at the animated template mesh vertices, with each sample 

contributing equally to an aggregated error metric (Sum, MSE or RMSE). As already discussed in the previous 

paragraph, the first step is quite expensive in terms of run-time performance, while the second step is cheap, 

especially when utilizing GPU for parallel sampling. For the computation of the distance field, we 

implemented the algorithm described in [Coeurjolly07] which uses a dynamic programming approach. 

Further, we have made some modifications in order to make it more parallel-friendly (i.e. replacing some 

“for-loops” with spawning dedicated threads for the processing of each “for-loop” iteration, replacing “while-

loops” coupled with “if” statements with a more parallel-friendly “for-loop”, avoiding CUDA warp 

divergence), eventually utilizing the power of GPUs for additional performance speed gains. 

To facilitate our experimentation with additional error terms, the output of the algorithm of [Coeurjolly07]   

is negated for each voxel that is happening to be inside the watertight surface of the input 3D reconstructed 

mesh. This is accomplished by employing the voxel grid of the characteristic function used to produce the 3d 

reconstruction, along with the corresponding isovalue.  When sampling the signed distance field at the 

vertices of the animated mesh, the negative values in the distance field are separately aggregated to 

contribute to an inter-penetration term which evaluates “how much” the animated template mesh is “inside” 

the 3d reconstructed input frame, allowing for an additional error term which can guide tracking. Apart from 

the implementation of [Coeurjolly07], we have also tried a different, full parallel-friendly approach to 

truncated signed distance field computation. However, for practical applications, this approach was found to 

be inefficient in terms of memory consumption and was dropped as impractical. 

 

3.2.2 TEMPLATE-LESS PERFORMANCE CAPTURE 
As template creation is a costly and time-consuming process, CERTH put an effort into researching template-

less methods for performance capture. Lately, huge steps have been made in the direction of fitting a human 

mesh to a single RGB image, using ML, with numerous extensions [Huang17, Kanazawa18, Pavlakos19] to 

the original work of [Bogo16]. All these works share a common factor, a generalized, skinned and rigged 

human mesh, which was sculpted from thousands of 3D body scans. This human mesh can be animated by 

its pose parameters and fit various body types using its shape parameters (Figure 20) [Loper15]. 
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Our focus is to exploit this human prior in order to constantly update a personalized template of the 

performer by incorporating frame-by-frame observations of him/her and establishing correspondences 

between the input data (i.e. RGB-D data) and finally fit the mesh to the input data. Two are the main obstacles 

to overcome in this approach. First, the aforementioned methods lack high accuracy fitting results, especially 

when a limb (or in general a part) of the human is occluded or missing. Additionally, there are no explicit 

correspondences between the input data and the predicted mesh, a fact that makes the updating of a 

personalized template infeasible.  

In order to address these issues, the developed approach starts by predicting the parameters of the template 

mesh using a neural network’s prediction from the aforementioned works, for every frame and for each view 

in a multi-view sequence. Using multi-view data allows for the spatial fusion of the predictions, therefore 

offering a means to overcome the ambiguities related to monocular (per view) predictions. Then, a pre-

trained CNN model (OpenPose [Cao18]) is used to estimate the joint positions for the sequence and to 

compute their 3D positions. These are subsequently fused for every frame in the sequence so that there is 

only one prediction per multi-view sample in order to align the 3D input joint positions with the template 

mesh joint positions. The resulting rough alignment of the input and the predicted data serves as a good 

initial solution to the following optimization step, which furtherly refines the pose and shape parameters of 

the template mesh to minimize their misalignment (Figure 22). Having a precise alignment is crucial for 

correspondence establishment and is the most error-prone step of this approach. Finally, given the 

correspondences, it is possible to unroll the input data to a neutral pose - the original pose of the model - by 

applying the inverse kinematics of the template model and dragging along the corresponding points (Figure 

21). 

 

 

Figure 20: SMPL (female) model with all its parameters (pose and shape) 
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Figure 22: Result of the optimization procedure of fitting a template to the input data. Left: An arbitrary pose. Right: Input point-
cloud depicted as yellow and template’s points as red. 

Figure 21: Input data from multi-view reversed to the template’s neutral pose 
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This approach can enable the fusion of temporal (sequence of frames) and spatial (multi-view frames) 

information to incrementally build a personalized template model out of an aggregation of the input data, 

instead of a single snapshot, or even, externally produced template models that usually require expensive 

(i.e. 6k€ and up) software for multi-view reconstruction. As shown above, the results are promising but the 

lack of robustness of the pre-trained models would require a lot of trial and error during the production 

workflow. Nevertheless, it remains a possible future direction to integrate machine learning into 

performance capture pipelines in order to reduce the costs and simplify the template creation pipeline that 

is amendable to higher accuracy CNN models. 

4 MIXED PRODUCTION  

As described in D3.2 “Preliminary Production Techniques”, recent advances in data-driven methods can 

greatly aid post-production tasks. More specifically, a deep CNN was previously trained for the task of 

monocular 360o depth estimation by constructing a novel dataset of 360o indoor scenes with their ground 

truth depth annotations [Zioulis18]. However, in order to render a 3D asset in 2D content seamlessly (i.e. so 

that the 3D asset appears as a part of the original 2D content) the light information of the scene depicted in 

the video is essential in order to relight the 3D asset with the scene’s lighting. Additionally, the scene’s surface 

information (i.e. the surface normal) is also essential to account for light bounces on the scene’s surfaces. 

In pursuance of enabling AI-assisted seamless fusion and as was the already stated planning (see D3.2), 

CERTH extended its current 360o depth estimation method by following a self-supervised approach and 

extending its currently published dataset with extra modalities (Section 4.1). Additionally, a CNN was trained 

for the task of 360o surface normal estimation using the same dataset (Section 4.2). These methods were 

presented in the 7th International Conference on 3D Vision (3DV1920), leading to two publications, “Spherical 

View Synthesis for Self-Supervised 360o Depth Estimation” and “360o Surface Regression with a Hyper-

Sphere Loss” respectively (presented in Annex II and Annex III). 

Furthermore, in order to enhance the generalization ability of our deep CNN models, we implemented a data 

restyling technique (Section 4.3) that is going to assist with expanding our mixed (composed of both synthetic 

and realistic data) dataset with styles from entirely different data distributions. 

Finally, a 360o illumination estimation technique is presented (Section 4.4), capable of predicting a High 

Dynamic Range (HDR) illumination map given a Low Dynamic Range (LDR) omnidirectional image showing 

promising results in rendering 3D objects embedded in “flat” 360o content. 

                                                           
20 http://3dv19.gel.ulaval.ca/index.html 

file:///D:/_Documents/_EUProjects/H360/H360Deliverables/WP3/D3.3/Hyper360_D3.3_Production_Techniques_v0.5_DRK_JRS_CERTH__revive.docx%23Zioulis18
http://3dv19.gel.ulaval.ca/index.html
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4.1 SELF-SUPERVISED MONOCULAR 360O DEPTH ESTIMATION 

Modern CNNs are data-driven and their performance is limited by the availability of ground truth training 

data. Recent approaches on monocular depth estimation [Godard17, Wang18] address the lack of ground 

truth data by following self-supervised approaches that rely on view synthesis as an indirect objective for 

learning either from stereo data or from video sequences. 

CERTH extended its already publicly available21 360D22 dataset with more modalities (Figure 23) by rendering 

vertical and horizontal stereo viewpoints complemented with their ground truth 360o depth and surface 

normal maps. This dataset called 3D60 dataset is separated in Up23, Central24, and Right25 subsets and is 

available online26 to enable further research in 3D-360o vision. 

To train the self-supervised depth estimation neural network we derived an analytical spherical disparity 

model under a purely geometrical formulation. By taking the analytical partial derivatives of the Cartesian to 

Spherical coordinates conversion equations, a formulation of spherical angular disparity in terms of the 

radius (i.e. depth) and the baseline is made. It is then determined that the spherical disparity for a vertical 

stereo pair only includes latitudinal angular displacement while for a horizontal one includes both 

longitudinal and latitudinal angular disparities (for more information please see Annex-II), and therefore, it 

is derived that: 

[
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21 https://vcl.iti.gr/360-dataset/ 
22 https://zenodo.org/record/1411881#.XiHEJMgzaUk  
23 https://zenodo.org/record/3408441#.XiHEk8gzaUk 
24 https://zenodo.org/record/3407840#.XiHELsgzaUk 
25 https://zenodo.org/record/3407875#.XiHEksgzaUk 
26 https://vcl3d.github.io/3D60/ 

Figure 23: 3D60 Dataset. Left: Vertical and Horizontal placement for 360o rendering. Right: 3D60 dataset’s modalities (RGB, Depth, Surface 
normal) for each camera position 

https://zenodo.org/record/1411881#.XhWTnfxS9jU
https://zenodo.org/record/3408441#.XhWW1vxS9jU
https://zenodo.org/record/3407840#.XhWW4PxS9jV
https://zenodo.org/record/3407875#.XhWW4PxS9jV
https://vcl3d.github.io/3D60/
file:///D:/_Documents/_EUProjects/H360/H360Deliverables/WP3/D3.3/Hyper360_D3.3_Production_Techniques_v0.5_DRK_JRS_CERTH__revive.docx%23_Annex_II_–
https://vcl.iti.gr/360-dataset/
https://zenodo.org/record/1411881#.XiHEJMgzaUk
https://zenodo.org/record/3408441#.XiHEk8gzaUk
https://zenodo.org/record/3407840#.XiHELsgzaUk
https://zenodo.org/record/3407875#.XiHEksgzaUk
https://vcl3d.github.io/3D60/
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ℎ𝑜𝑟(𝜕𝜑, 𝜕𝜃) =  (
cos(𝜑)

𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃)
,
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

𝑟
) 

Thus training a CNN using horizontal spherical displacements is much more complex than the straightforward 

single-channel disparity vertical pair. 

Through the estimated depth, the other stereo views are synthesized and the model is supervised using a 

photometric error between the original and the reconstructed images. Apart from training only horizontal or 

vertical stereo cases, the complementarity between the two was also investigated by using a blending factor. 

A subset of depth predictions of the trained models on the dataset’s test-set are presented in Figure 24.  

 

Our results and the fact that we managed to train a CNN using view synthesis with horizontally displaced 

viewpoints (something that is not possible with traditional warping) could enable further research in learning 

using unstructured videos, thus alleviating the difficulty in obtaining large amounts of annotated data. 

4.2 360O SURFACE NORMAL ESTIMATION 

Concurrently, CERTH additionally trained a CNN to predict a scene’s surface normal given a single 360o image 

as input, using the ground truth data of the aforementioned 3D60 dataset. This was achieved by utilizing a 

novel loss function defined on the hyper-sphere, based on simple quaternion algebra, incorporating this way 

the 3D nature of the task at hand in contrast to other loss functions used in the literature. 

Figure 24: Qualitative results on a sample of our 3D60 dataset's test-set. 
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Specifically, the objective of the network’s training was to minimize the per-pixel surface normal error 

between the prediction and the ground truth. The majority of the works in the literature utilize an L2 or a 

cosine similarity (i.e. the predicted and the ground truth normal vectors’ dot product) error function to 

achieve similar tasks. In our case, the normal vectors are first converted to unit and pure quaternions and the 

objective is to minimize the angle of their transition quaternion (i.e. a quaternion that represents a rotation 

from one quaternion to the other). This formulation reduces the task to a simple cross and dot product of 

the original normal vectors: 

𝜃 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛 (
‖𝑞1 × 𝑞2‖

𝑞1 ∙ 𝑞2
) 

where 𝜃 is the transition quaternion angle - i.e. the angle between the quaternions 𝑞
1
 and 𝑞

2
 - (for more 

information please see Annex-III): 

The trained model showed very promising results even in unseen data (i.e. data with very different 

distribution from the ones the network was trained with). A subset of results on the dataset’s test-set and 

on Sun360 [Xiao12] images are presented in Figure 25 and Figure 26 respectively. 

4.3 DATASET AUGMENTATION AND DATA-RESTYLING 

Utilizing data-driven methods (such as deep CNNs) for solving various computer vision problems usually 

requires large amounts of labelled data. Currently, the lack of omnidirectional datasets has hindered the use 

of learning-based methods for tackling various computer vision tasks on 360o content. In order to address 

this issue, we explored an alternative to enhance our mixed 3D60 dataset using Neural Style Transfer [Li18]. 

Figure 25: Results of CERTH’s trained model for 360o surface estimation on 3D60 dataset’s test-set 
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As labelled data acquisition is costly and inefficient, photo-realistic automatic data synthesis via computer 

graphics technologies is a promising alternative. 

Style transfer focuses on transferring the style of one image to the content of a reference image, thereby 

producing a restyled image that preserves the content of the reference one and the style of the first one. It 

is obvious that due to the preservation of the content, the label of the reference image can be used for the 

restyled one. 

Figure 26: Qualitative results of the trained 360o normal estimation model on unseen data 

Figure 27: Style transfer using our method on images of our 3D60 dataset. For every row: Left: Our dataset’s source image. Middle: 
A style image form the Sun360 dataset. Right: The final restyled image 
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We use style transfer explicitly to transfer the appearance of style images (unlabelled) to our dataset’s 

content images (labelled) so that the restyled image retains the core elements of the content image, but 

appears to be “painted” in the style of the style image. Hence, we manage to enrich our original dataset with 

data coming from a mixed distribution. Therefore, a matching between our dataset’s source images and the 

style target images is required. 

To this end, we used a hashing algorithm [Wang15] to match the source and style images based on their 

structural similarity (high-frequency image component). Consequently, we found that this matched sample 

selection strategy helps in increasing domain adaptation performance compared to random selection. 

Apart from enhancing our data collection, which is critical to obtain accurate and stable training for our 

models, we improved our models’ generalization ability [Dao19]. Moreover, in the synthetic-to-real scenario 

(i.e. our source dataset is synthetic whereas the target dataset is real) the restyled image is more visually 

appealing and realistic. Furthermore, it is crucial for rendered scenes to be photo-realistic and this approach 

will assist our models with better scene generalization abilities, and thus will enable more robust 

heterogeneous content fusion.  

We validated our method for restyling data in two different vision tasks (semantic segmentation and 

monocular 360o depth estimation) [Gkitsas19] and found to be a promising and efficient way to increase our 

models’ accuracy and variability. A sample of our restyled results on entirely synthetic data is presented in 

Figure 27 that presents restyled samples of our 3D60 dataset. 

4.4 DEEP LIGHTING ENVIRONMENT MAP ESTIMATION FROM SPHERICAL PANORAMAS 

Estimating a scene’s lighting is a very important task when it is required to insert 3D assets or other synthetic 

objects into 2D images or videos. To render 3D models realistically into a scene, we need estimates of 

geometry and lighting. Along these lines, CERTH implemented a method to estimate the environment map 

of a scene in a single 360o image. Given a LDR image our light estimation approach estimates HDR lighting of 

the scene that is suitable for realistically rendering objects. 

Our deep learning-based method is composed of three main components. The LDR-to-HDR conversion, the 

lighting regression module and a supervision scheme based on image-based relighting.  

The first phase estimates the HDR illumination map representation for the given LDR image while the second 

phase outputs the estimated reconstructed HDR lighting environment map in terms of second-order 

Spherical Harmonic Coefficients [Ramamoorthi01]. 

This concept crucially relies on a global Lambertian assumption [Basri03]. This widely used assumption is a 

practical one to alleviate the complexity of natural illumination, which is extremely difficult to be accurately 

modelled. Furthermore, another issue is the lack of facile illumination ground truth data that hinder the 

applicability of data-driven methods. To overcome those barriers we employ an image re-lighting supervision 

scheme. 

We encode a scene’s omnidirectional high dynamic range lighting from an image using Spherical Harmonic 

Coefficient representation. The integration of multiple light sources is an essential aspect of our module so 

that it can model complex lighting from manifold light sources. Accordingly, we blend the lighting parameters 

(second-degree Spherical Harmonics) of different light sources, increasing the visual realism and the lighting 

diversity of our encoded lighting parameters. 
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Consequently, we exploit the availability of surface information utilizing our 3D60 dataset (Section 4) and 

combine uncoupled datasets using image-based relighting. Each uncoupled pair consists of the LDR 

omnidirectional image with its corresponding surface normal map and the lighting parameters obtained from 

[Gardner17]. Finally, the relit image is produced via a rendering operation.  

During training, the relit image is used as the reference image and the encoding lighting parameters (a 

[9 × 3] vector) as the parameters to be learned through regression. To this end, we trained our model 

(phases 1 and 2) using the aforementioned scheme with the aim of predicting an accurate HDR illumination 

map for a given LDR 360o image. Afterward, we render a 3D object in 2D using the estimated HDR 

illumination. Figure 28 presents a 3D model that is relit using a predicted illumination map, while Figure 29, 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 present results of our illumination estimation method on a subset of the Sun360 

dataset, with the top-row presenting the input LDR image and the predicted illumination map, while the 

bottom-row presents a 3D model relit with the estimated illumination and then rendered inside the input 

scene.  

Figure 29: Results of our lighting estimation approach. Top-left: An input scene from the Sun360 dataset. Top-Right: The estimated 
illumination map. Bottom-left: A 3D object lit by the predicted illumination. Bottom-right: A 3D model rendered inside the input 

scene. 

Figure 28: A 3D object relit with a predicted illumination map 
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Figure 31: Results of our lighting estimation approach. Top-left: An input scene from the Sun360 dataset. Top-Right: The estimated 
illumination map. Bottom-left: A 3D object lit by the predicted illumination. Bottom-right: A 3D model rendered inside the input 

scene. 

Figure 30: Results of our lighting estimation approach. Top-left: An input scene from the Sun360 dataset. Top-Right: The estimated 
illumination map. Bottom-left: A 3D object lit by the predicted illumination. Bottom-right: A 3D model rendered inside the input 

scene. 
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CONCLUSION 

Finally, an earlier version of all the techniques and technologies described in this deliverable was presented 

in a joint publication by all partners of the Hyper360 consortium involved in WP3. The paper called “Hyper360 

– Towards a Unified Tool Set Supporting Next Generation VR Film and TV Productions”, published in the 

Journal of Software Engineering and Applications27(also available in Annex IV). 

  

                                                           
27 https://www.scirp.org/journal/jsea/ 

https://www.scirp.org/journal/jsea/
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ANNEX 

ANNEX I – CHROMA KEY WORKFLOW FOR POST-PRODUCTION OF FREE-VIEWPOINT-CONTENT 

STEP #1: ADOBE PREMIER PRO 
1. Create a new project for the synchronized videos 

2. Load videos on separate layers 

3. Align and rotate the footage (multiple cameras aligned in time and slight position/rotation 

corrections) 

STEP #2: ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS 
1. Create a new composition (COMP_01) 

2. Load 1st footage 

3. Create a garbage mask (ideally with feather) 

4. Apply brightness/contrast effect on adjustment layers where needed on the greenscreen 

5. Use Keylight to tighten the garbage mask on new adjustment layer 

a. (Use Screen Shrink/Grow) 

6. Use 2nd Keylight together with key cleaner on new adjustment layer 

a. (Adjust values as needed) 

7. (Apply more adjustmenr layers with this steps, if needed) 

8. Use 3rd Keylight on edges only (Edge Colour Correction) on new adjustment layer 

9. Pre-compose (COMP_01_KEY) 

10. Load original footage below the new composition and use its alpha as trackmatte 

11. Appky noise reduction and sharpening on new adjustment layer 

12. Use Advanced Spill Suppressor to remove green cast from the footage 

13. Pre-compose as final result (COMP_CAMERA_01) 

STEP#3: ADOBE PREMIERE PRO 
Import the lastly composed video from After Effects int a new project file (36_synced_matte) 
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AFTER-EFFECTS STEPS 
1. (3) Garbage mask 

 

2. (4) Brighten dark shadows 
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3. 1st Keylight 

 

4. 2nd Keylight and Key Cleaner 
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5. Keylight on edges 

 

6. Pre-compose and load original video that is trackmatte is the created key 

 

7. Noise reduction and sharpening (left: before, right: after) 
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8. Advanced spill supressor 

 

9. PRECOMPOSE and load in Premiere Pro 

NOTE: PNG sequence can be rendered from After Effects to fix issues of keying in Adobe Photoshop (faster 

than masking and keyframing). 
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ANNEX II – SPHERICAL VIEW SYNTHESIS FOR SELF-SUPERVISED 360O DEPTH ESTIMATION 
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ANNEX III – 360O SURFACE REGRESSION WITH A HYPER-SPHERE LOSS 
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ANNEX IV – HYPER360 – TOWARDS A UNIFIED TOOL SET SUPPORTING NEXT GENERATION VR FILM AND 

TV PRODUCTIONS 
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